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Abstract
This paper presents a rectification algorithm for multi-view images captured by a matrix multi-camera arrangement. In this work,
an ergodic method is proposed to trace the ideal rotation matrix and the preferred location of the optical centers. Moreover, the
camera’s intrinsic parameters are optimized to obtain the ideal projection matrix, from which the image rectifying transform
matrix(IRTM) is further derived. Then the multi-view image is rectified with the IRTM. Experimental results show that this
proposed algorithm has great effect on multi-view image rectification for matrix camera arrangement.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of free video TV (FTV) and
3DTV, multi-view video technology has attracted a wide at-
tention.[1–3] ISO/IECJTC1/SC29/WG11 moving picture ex-
perts group (MPEG) has carried out in-depth investigations
in the aspects of generation and representation of the multi-
view video, and has set some related standards.[4–6] By pro-
viding the viewer with a plurality of viewpoints, multi-view
video enables us to view 3D space by freely changing our
viewpoints,[1] and to experience three-dimensional and im-
mersive feelings.[7–9] Recently, the common way to obtain
the multi-view video for a real-time FTV system is one-
dimensional capturing system which has a simple structure,
such as parallel camera arrangement in which all of cameras
are collinear.[10, 11] Compared with parallel camera arrange-
ment, matrix camera arrangement is a two-dimensional cap-
turing system in which cameras in row and cameras in col-
umn are collinear and even-distributed respectively.[12] The
images captured by matrix camera arrangement have not
only horizontal parallax but also vertical parallax, which
will be helpful to provide more naturally three-dimensional
and immersive feeling. Besides, the multi-video captured
by matrix camera arrangement can support multiple viewers

to experience 3-D sensation consistent with their respective
position in front of the display. Moreover, based on this con-
figuration and existing techniques from the image mosaicing
literature, we can register and blend the images captured by
matrix camera arrangement to create a single image of high
resolution. And each camera adjusts its exposure indepen-
dently, allowing us to record high dynamic range environ-
ments.[13] However, due to the stent deformation, different
intrinsic characteristics of cameras and manual adjustment
errors, some image defects, such as the vertical parallax and
the inequality of horizontal disparity between adjacent pairs
of images in row, and the horizontal parallax and the in-
equality of vertical disparity between adjacent pairs of im-
ages in column for multi-view images captured by matrix
camera arrangement, are inevitably produced. These defi-
ciencies seriously influenc the quality of stereo images pro-
duced by the back-end system.[14] Therefore, the multi-view
image rectification is of great significance in the production
of multi-view video.

In the field of computer vision undergoing rapid develop-
ment, many image rectification methods were proposed.
However, most of them are binocular and trinocular rectifi-
cation methods,[15–19] such as binocular rectification method
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based on polar or homography[15–17] and trinocular rectifica-
tion method by projection invariance.[20, 21] In recent years,
multi-view image rectification is becoming a research fo-
cus, and it undergoes a rapid development especially in the
aspect of multi-view image rectification based on camera
calibration. Ekmekcioglu et al. directly extended binocular
rectification algorithm to multi-view situation. Taking the
image captured by the middle camera of the parallel camera
array as reference image, they used binocular rectification
method to rectify the images captured by other cameras, and
finally obtained the rectified Multi-view images.[6] Kim et
al. calculated an ideal camera arrangement using the min-
imization of global re-projection error between inter-view
corresponding points. Then they obtained the rectified im-
ages by applying the homography matrix.[22] Boutarel et
al. obtained the horizontal axis by the least square method
of all the camera centers and averaged the original optical
axes to generate the common optical axes.[23] Ho et al. re-
peatedly connected each midpoint from the original camera
centers to calculate the line as the common horizontal axis
for rectified multi-view images.[24] Ho et al. improved the
algorithm based on their fundamental work. Using itera-
tive calculation, they adopted a camera’s rotation matrix of
the camera array as the ideal rotation matrix, and selected
a camera’s optical center as the reference to calculate the
ideal optical centers of other cameras, then they calculated
the homography matrix to rectify multi-view images.[25]In
previous algorithms for parallel camera arrangement, there
is an opportunity that the output images have visual distor-
tion such as image slant. These images are rectified based on
the line which either minimizes the sum of absolute differ-
ence from each camera centers or is confirmed by a camera’s
horizontal axis, so that the unexpected basic axes can occur
in the rectified multi-view image geometry. In this case, al-
though geometric errors are reduced, the visual quality of
the rectified multi-view image captured by parallel camera
arrangement is very low as auto-stereoscopic input.

At present, most of the multi-view image rectification meth-
ods are applied to parallel multi-camera array. These meth-
ods are mainly to calculate the common horizontal axis,
and ensure that all ideal optical centers locate to it and the
distance between adjacent pairs of cameras is equivalent.
Moreover, the optical axes of all cameras are paralleled and
perpendicular to the common horizontal axis. The image
rectification method for matrix camera arrangement should
guarantee that the cameras in row and cameras in column
are collinear and even-distributed respectively. Moreover,
all of the optical axes should be paralleled and perpendic-
ular to the common horizontal axis and vertical axis. As
far as I know, there is no image rectification algorithm for
matrix camera arrangement. In this paper, we use an er-
godic method to find out the ideal rotation matrix and the
ideal location of every optical center, and get the ideal pro-
jective matrix that makes the matrix camera arrangement
satisfy the ideal condition. Then we calculate the image

rectifying transform matrix (IRTM) by the homography be-
tween the original and ideal matrix camera arrangement. By
applying the IRTM to the original multi-view images cap-
tured by matrix camera arrangement, we obtain the recti-
fied images. Experimental results show that our algorithm
availably eliminates the vertical parallax and the inequality
of horizontal disparity between adjacent pairs of images in
row, meanwhile, effectively eliminates the horizontal paral-
lax and the inequality of vertical disparity between adjacent
pairs of images in column.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formu-
late the multi-view image rectification algorithm. And in
Section 3, we lay out the experiment details and perform the
data analysis. Finally, in Section 4, we reach a conclusion.

2 Multi-view image rectification algorithm
In this section, we proposed an image rectification algo-
rithm for the matrix multi-camera arrangement. This algo-
rithm aims to decrease the geometric errors and the influ-
ence caused by different intrinsic characteristics of different
cameras, and finally gets the rectified multi-view images,
which achieve the quality of the images captured by the
ideal matrix multi-camera arrangement. We firstly introduce
the matrix camera arrangement briefly, and then present our
multi-view image rectification algorithm.

2.1 Introduction of matrix multi-camera arrange-
ment

Figure 1 shows a matrix multi-camera arrangement projec-
tive model, each camera is located on its optical center and
has its own camera coordinate system as horizontal, vertical
and optical axes. As shown in Figure 1, there is a point M
in the world coordinate system, and it is projected to multi-
ple image points mij respectively. According to the pinhole
imaging principle, the relation of between mij and M is
represented by the camera projection matrix,[26] as equation
(1).

mij = pijM = Kij [Rij |Tij ]M (1)

i represents the row index in the matrix camera arrange-
ment, j represents the column index in the matrix camera
arrangement, K, R, T represent the camera’s intrinsic ma-
trix, rotation matrix and translation matrix respectively, the
coordinates of subpoint mij is presented by mij in the pixel
coordinate system of image.

2.2 Multi-view image rectification algorithm for
matrix camera arrangement

Image rectification is to calculate the new coordinates of
each pixel in the rectified image. Point m denotes one ar-
bitrary point in original image and m′ is the corresponding
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point in the rectified image. Their relationship can be ex-
pressed as

m‘ = Hm (2)

Where H is the homography matrix between the original
image and the rectified image.[16] This work focuses on cal-
culating the homography matrix H . In this paper we define
H as the image rectifying transform matrix (IRTM).

Figure 1: The projective model of matrix multi-camera
arrangement

2.2.1 Rectifying procedure
The flow chart of the rectifying procedure of the proposed
algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, we use the tradi-
tional Zhang’s camera calibration algorithm[27] to obtain in-
trinsic characteristics of cameras, the rotation matrixes and
translation matrixes corresponding to the reference camera,
respectively. Then, according to the actual camera parame-
ters, we calculate the ideal intrinsic characteristics, rotation
matrix and translation matrixes. Finally, we calculate rec-
tifying transform matrix to rectify images based on actual
parameters and ideal parameters. In Figure 2, Kij repre-
sents the actual intrinsic matrix of the cameraij (the cam-
era in the i-th row and the j-th column), omij and Tij are
rotation matrix and translation matrix of relative to the refer-
ence camera camera11, respectively. Kideal, omideal and
Tij−ideal are the ideal intrinsic matrix, rotation matrix and
translation matrix of cameraij, respectively.

2.2.2 Calculation of ideal parameters for matrix multi-
camera arrangement

In order to solve the multi-view image rectifying transform
matrix, we calculate ideal camera projection matrix by de-
termining the following ideal parameters of cameras: ideal
rotation matrix, ideal optical centers and ideal intrinsic char-
acteristics of matrix multi-camera arrangement.

Calculation of ideal rotation matrix
There is a matrix multi-camera arrangement with M rows
and N columns. We adopt the camera coordinate system
o − x11y11z11 (ox11, oy11 and oz11 respectively represent
horizontal axes, vertical axes, and optical axes of camera11
located in first row and first column) as the reference co-
ordinate system as shown in Figure 3. Then we get rota-
tion matrix omij = ( ~xij , ~yij , ~zij) and translation matrix
Tij of cameraij (i=1,2. . .M ; j=1,2. . .N ) with respect to
camera11, as well as the camera’s intrinsic matrix Kij by
Zhang’s camera calibration algorithm.

Figure 2: The flow chart of the image rectification
procedure for matrix multi-camera arrangement

Figure 3: The actual matrix multi-camera arrangement

The ideal rotation matrix omideal needs to be firstly calcu-
lated. We adopt ergodic method to calculate ideal rotation
matrix, which can improve the accuracy of rectification. In
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the procedure, a is set to be any value in the range from
min( ~x11... ~xij ... ~xMN ) to max( ~x11... ~xij ... ~xMN ), also, b is
set to be any value in the range from min( ~y11... ~yij ... ~yMN )
to max( ~y11... ~yij ... ~yMN ), and cis set to be any value in the

range from min( ~z11... ~zij ... ~zMN ) to max( ~z11... ~zij ... ~zMN ).
Then we can use equation (3) to solve virtual rotation ma-
trix, which is synthetically the closest to all of actual cam-
eras’ rotation matrixes ,to get ideal rotation matrix.

omideal = [ ~xideal, ~yideal, ~zideal] = arg min
M∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

√
(~x− ~xij)2 + (~y − ~yij)2 + (~z − ~zij)2 (~x ∈ a, ~y ∈ b, ~z ∈ c)

(3)

Selection of ideal optical centers of matrix multi-camera
arrangement
On the basis of the obtained ideal rotation matrix, the next
step is to calculate the ideal location of optical centers of
matrix multi-camera arrangement, which stratifies the con-
dition that optical centers are collinear in every row and ev-
ery column. Besides all of the distance between adjacent
optical centers in each row are ~l (~l = l ~xideal) and all of
the distance between adjacent optical centers in each col-
umn are ~d (~d = d ~yideal) . Cij(i =1,2. . .M ; j=1,2. . .N ), as
shown in Figure 4, is the actual position of optical centers
of camera11 in the i− th row and j − th column. We de-

fine Cij−ideal as the ideal optical center of cameraij. If we
select the first camera optical center of camera11 as ref-
erence, as shown in Figure 4, we can use equation (4) to
solve C

′

ij . The coordinate of C
′

ij is C
′

ij = (x′

ij , y
′

ij , z
′

ij)
(i=1,2. . .M ; j=1,2. . .N ). a′ is set to any value in the range
from min( x′11...x

′
ij ...x

′
MN ) to max(x′11...x

′
ij ...x

′
MN ) , also,

b′ is set to any value in the range from min( y′11...y
′
ij ...y

′
MN )

to max( y′11...y
′
ij ...y

′
MN ) , and c′ is set to any value in the

range from min( z′11...z
′
ij ...z

′
MN ) to max( z′11...z

′
ij ...z

′
MN ).

Firstly ,we calculate the ideal optical center position of
camera11 according to formula (5), then, we get other cam-
eras’ ideal optical center position according to formula (6).

C ′ij = Cij − (i− 1)~d− (j − 1)~l (i = 1, 2...M, j = 1, 2, ...N) (4)

C11−ideal = arg min
M∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

√
(x− x′ij)2 + (y − y′ij)2 + (z − z′ij)2 (x ∈ a′, y ∈ b′, z ∈ c′) (5)

Cij−ideal = C11−ideal + (i− 1)~d+ (j − 1)~l (i = 1, 2, 3...M, j = 1, 2, 3...N) (6)

Thus, we have the ideal camera centers, which not only sat-
isfy the ideal condition but also minimize the sum of dis-
tances from the original camera centers. Using these camera
centers, the translation vectors for the camera in the i − th
row and j − th column of the matrix multi-camera arrange-
ment can be defined as

Tij−ideal = −RidealCij−ideal (7)

where Rideal is Rodrigues transformation of omideal.

Figure 4: The cameras’ optical centers diagram for actual
matrix multi-camera arrangement

fideal = [fideal,x, fideal,y] = ave
∑

(fij) = ave
∑

([fij,x, fij,y])

fij = [fij,x, fij,y] ∈ fij = [fij,x, fij,y]|(fij − f) = ([fij,x, fij,y]− [fx, fy]).2 ≤ 2σ′ (8)
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Calculation of Common Intrinsic Matrix Kideal for Ma-
trix Multi-camera Arrangement
The next term to be calculate is the ideal intrinsic ma-
trix Kideal. We mainly estimate the ideal focal length
fideal = [fideal,x, fideal,y] and the ideal principal point
Pideal = [Pideal,x, Pideal,y]. Firstly, we calculate the av-
erage f̄ = (f̄x, f̄y) and the standard deviation σ of actual

focal lengths, and then exclude the focal length which is
outside the region bounded by

√
2σ based on f̄ . Finally we

calculate the ideal focal length fideal which is the average
of the survived focal lengths.
The method of calculating principal point is the same as fo-
cal length. As shown in Equation (9), σ′ denotes the stan-
dard deviation of the actual principal point coordinates.

Pideal = [Pideal,x, Pideal,y] = ave
∑

(Pij) = ave
∑

([Pij,x, Pij,y])

Pij = [Pij,x, Pij,y] ∈ Pij = [Pij,x, Pij,y]|(Pij − P ) = ([Pij,x, Pij,y]− [P x, P y]).2 ≤ 2σ′ (9)

We then obtain the common intrinsic matrix Kideal from
Equation (10). Since the skew parameter S is almost to be
zero, it has little effect on the image rectification, here we
set it to be zero.

Kideal =

fideal,x S Pideal,x

0 fideal,y

0 0 1

 (10)

Using Equation (3), (7), (10), we finally obtain the camera’s
projection matrix of the ideal multi-camera arrangement as
Equation (11). The multi-camera arrangement represented
by Equation (11) satisfies the ideal geometric conditions, as
shown in Figure 5.

Pij−ideal = Kideal[Rideal|Tij−ideal] (11)

Figure 5: The schematic of ideal matrix multi-camera
arrangement

2.2.3 Calculation of the image rectifying transform ma-
trix (IRTM)

Since the epipolar geometry exists in each viewpoint, there
is a point-to-point mapping called 2D homography H from
original image plane to ideal image plane.[26] We employ
this homography as the IRTM Hij for cameraij as Equa-
tion (12), where P † is the pseudo inverse matrix of Pij .

Hij = Pij−idealP
†
ij (12)

3 Experiments and data analysis
In order to test the rectification effect of the proposed algo-
rithm in this paper, we took multiple groups of images in
experiment. We take the rectification effect of the follow-
ing two groups of images as example for discussion. In this
paper, we set up the matrix multi-camera arrangement with
four rows and four columns. We captured two sets of im-
ages with resolution of 800 * 600. The first group of images
is taken by the matrix multi-camera arrangement whose dis-
tance between columns is 65mm and distance between rows
is 80mm, and shot the red kettle whose distance is about
2.5m in front of the multi-camera array. The second group
of images is captured by the matrix multi-camera arrange-
ment whose distance between columns is 90mm and dis-
tance between rows is 80mm, and shot the red kettle which
distance is about 3m in front of the multi-camera array.

Figure 6: The first group of original images

3.1 The rectification effect’s analysis for the first
group of images

Figure 6 shows the first group of red kettle images captured
by the matrix multi-camera arrangement with four rows and
four columns whose distance between columns is 65mm and
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distance between rows is 80mm. Figure 7 are the synthetic
images of the original images for each row, where the blue
dots represent the matching feature points of images. It can
be seen from Figure 7, there exist geometric errors. There
are vertical parallax and non-uniform horizontal disparities
between the neighboring views in each row. Figure 8 are
the synthetic images of the original images for each col-
umn. There are, as shown in Figure 8, horizontal pixel mis-
matches and non-uniform vertical disparities between the
neighboring views in each column.

Figure 7: The synthetic images of the original images for
each row(top left: the first row from the top; top right: the
second row; low left: the third row; low right: the fourth
row)

Figure 8: The synthetic images of the original images for
each column(top left: the first column from the left; top
right: the second column; low left: the third column; low
right: the fourth column)

Figure 9 shows the first group of rectified images. Figure
10 are synthetic images of the rectified images for each row.
It can be observed from Figure 10, the vertical parallax and

the otherness of non-uniform horizontal disparity of the im-
ages in each row are remarkably reduced after the rectifica-
tion with our algorithm. Figure 11 are the synthetic images
of rectified images for each column. We observe that the
horizontal parallax and the otherness of non-uniform ver-
tical disparity of the images in each column are obviously
reduced after the rectification.

Figure 9: The first group of rectified images

Figure 10: The synthetic images of the rectified images for
each row

3.2 Data analysis of rectification effect for the first
group of images

In order to calculate the vertical parallax of images in row
and the horizontal parallax of images in column, we select
one image in each row and in each column as reference im-
age respectively, and then we adopt the SURF algorithm to
detect and match corresponding points between reference
image and other images in each row and in each column,
respectively.[28] We choose 30 corresponding points in ad-
vance. The outliers are detected using RANSAC applied
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on the epipolar geometry between each consecutive pair of
images. We take the average of the absolute value of the D-
value of survived corresponding points’ vertical pixels as the
vertical parallax between each image and reference image
for the images in row, as shown in Figure 12(a).Similarly,
we take the average of the absolute value of the D-value of
survived corresponding points’ horizontal pixels as the hor-
izontal parallax between each image and reference image
for the images in column, as shown in Figure 12(b). The
method to calculate the horizontal parallax of the images in
row and the vertical parallax of images in column is roughly
the same as above. We adopt the SURF algorithm to detect
and match corresponding points between each consecutive
pair of images in each row and each column. We calculate
the D-value of corresponding points’ horizontal pixels as the
horizontal parallax of adjacent images for the images in row.
Similarly, we calculate the D-value of corresponding points’
vertical pixels as the vertical parallax of adjacent images for
the images in column.

Figure 11: The synthetic images of the rectified images for
each column

Table 1: The vertical parallax comparison for each row
images.

 

 

 
First 
row 

Second 
row 

Third  
row 

Forth  
row 

Average 

Original (pixels) 6.27 7.87 6.17 3.73 6.01 

Rectified(pixels) 1.31 0.72 0.98 0.53 0.89 

 
Figure 13 gives the vertical parallax comparison between
the original and rectified images for each row. We con-
sider the leftmost end viewpoint as the reference point for
each row. And we select the images captured by camera1,
camera5,camera9, camera13 as the reference images for
each row, respectively. In Figure 13, the blue bar repre-
sents original vertical parallax between reference image and
other images in each row, and the brown bar represents ver-
tical parallax of rectified images. Then, we set the average

value of the blue bars as original vertical parallax of im-
ages in each row, respectively. Similarly, we set the average
value of the brown bars as vertical parallax of rectified im-
ages in each row, respectively. Vertical parallax comparison
between original and rectified images is listed in Table 1.

Figure 12: Detection and matching of corresponding
feature points

Figure 13: Vertical parallax comparison between original
and rectified images for each row

Analysis of vertical parallax were performed above, we no-
ticed that the proposed method efficiently reduced the verti-
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cal mismatches of images in each row. Then it comes to
analysis of otherness of non-uniform horizontal parallax.
This paper takes the Standard Deviation of horizontal par-
allax between each consecutive pair of images as the pa-
rameter evaluating otherness of non-uniform horizontal par-
allax for each row. In Figure 14, the blue line indicates the
horizontal parallaxes of original images, and the red line in-
dicates horizontal parallaxes of rectified images. In Figure
14,abscissa axis represents the consecutive pair of neigh-
boring images in each row and vertical axis represents the
value of horizontal parallax (unit: pixels). Otherness com-
parison of non-uniform horizontal parallax between original
and rectified images for each row is listed in Table 2. Be-
fore rectification, disparity variation was large for each row.
However, the proposed method almost uniform disparities
for images in each row, as shown in Figure 14 and Table 2.

Figure 14: Horizontal parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each row

Table 2: Otherness comparison of non-uniform horizontal
parallax between original and rectified images for each row

 

 

 
First  
row 

Second 
row 

Third  
row 

Forth  
row 

Average 

Original(pixels) 14.9 4.08 2.42 7.68 7.72 

Rectified(pixels) 1.51 1.87 0.65 1.50 1.38 

 
It is the analysis of rectification effect for each row images
above, which shows that our algorithm effectively reduces
the vertical parallax and otherness of non-uniform horizon-
tal parallax. Then, we analyse the rectification effect of im-
ages in column. As the same with row images, we anal-
yse the vertical parallax and horizontal parallax of original
and rectified images for each column. In order to calculate
the horizontal parallax, we consider the upmost viewpoint
as reference point for each column. And we select the im-
ages captured by camera, camera2, camera3, camera4
as reference images for each column, respectively. Figure
15 shows horizontal parallax comparison between original
and rectified images for each column. In Figure 15, the
blue bar represents original horizontal parallax between ref-
erence image and other images for each column, and the

brown bar represents horizontal parallax of rectified im-
ages. The comparison of the average values of blue bars
and brown bars is listed in Table 3. The horizontal paral-
lax is effectively reduced after rectification for each column
images, as shown in Table 3.

Figure 15: Horizontal parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each column

Table 3: Horizontal parallax comparison for each column
images.

 

 

 
First  
column 

Second 
column 

Third  
column 

Forth  
column 

Average 

Original (pixels) 7.50 6.82 11.39 12.77 9.62 

Rectified(pixels) 1.13 0.63 1.40 1.37 1.13 

 
The analysis of horizontal parallax were performed above,
we noticed that the proposed method efficiently reduced the
horizontal mismatches of images in each column. Then it
comes to the analysis of vertical parallax. Similarly, we take
the Standard Deviation of vertical parallax between each
consecutive pair of images as the parameter evaluating the
otherness of non-uniform vertical parallax for each column.
Figure 16 shows the vertical parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each column. The other-
ness comparison of non-uniform vertical parallax between
original and rectified images for each column is listed in Ta-
ble 4. It’s obvious that the proposed method provides almost
uniform disparity for each column images.
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Table 4: Otherness comparison of non-uniform vertical
parallax between original and rectified images for each
column.

 

 

 
First  
column 

Second 
column 

Third  
column 

Fourth  
column 

Average 

Original(pixels) 6.90 8.51 10.01 7.94 8.34 

Rectified(pixels) 1.10 0.79 0.83 1.25 0.99 

 

Figure 16: Vertical parallax comparison between original
and rectified images for each column.

Figure 17: The synthetic images of the original images for
each row.

3.3 The Rectification Effect’s Analysis for the Sec-
ond Group of Images

The second group of red kettle images is captured by the
matrix multi-camera arrangement with four rows and four
columns whose distance between columns is 90mm and dis-
tance between rows is 80mm. Figure 17 are the synthetic
images of the original images for each row. Figure 18 shows
the synthetic images of the original images for each column.
Figure 19 are the synthetic images of the rectified images for
each row. And Figure 20 shows the synthetic images of the
rectified images for each column. It can be seen from Figure
17 and Figure 19, before rectification, the vertical parallax
and disparity variation of the original images in each row

is large. However, the proposed method provides almost no
vertical parallax and uniform disparity for row images. Sim-
ilarly, the proposed algorithm provides almost no horizontal
parallax and uniform disparity for column images. The ef-
fect of rectified images represents the characteristics of the
ideal matrix multi-camera arrangement.

Figure 18: The synthetic images of the original images for
each column.

Figure 19: The synthetic images of the rectified images for
each row.

Figure 20: The synthetic images of the rectified images for
each column.
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3.4 Data analysis of the rectification effect for the
second group of images

Figure 21 gives the vertical parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each row. We select
the images captured by camera1, camera5, camera9,
camera13 as reference images for each row, respectively.
In Figure 21, the blue bar represents original vertical paral-
lax between reference image and other images in each row,
and the brown bar represents vertical parallax of rectified
images. Vertical parallax comparison between original and
rectified images is listed in Table 5.

Figure 21: Vertical parallax comparison between original
and rectified images for each row.

Table 5: Vertical parallax comparison between original and
rectified images.

 

 

 
First  
row 

Second 
row 

Third  
row 

Forth  
row 

Average 

Original(pixels) 3.43 3.27 4.27 5.83 4.20 

Rectified(pixels) 0.73 1.30 0.57 0.81 0.85 

 
Figure 22 gives the horizontal parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each row. In Figure 22, the
blue line indicates horizontal parallaxes between each con-
secutive pair of original images, and the red line indicates
horizontal parallaxes between each consecutive pair of rec-
tified images for each row. The otherness comparison of
non-uniform horizontal parallax between original and recti-
fied images for each row is listed in Table 6.

Figure 22: Horizontal parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each row.

Table 6: Otherness comparison of non-uniform horizontal
parallax between original and rectified images for each row.

 

 

 
First  
row 

Second 
row 

Third  
row 

Fourth  
row 

Average 

Original(pixels) 7.44 5.5 11.87 7.83 8.16 

Rectified(pixels) 1.02 0.86 1.12 1.56 1.14 

 
Rectification effect analysis for each row images indicates
that our algorithm effectively reduces vertical parallax and
otherness of non-uniform horizontal parallax for row im-
ages. Then, we analyse the rectification effect for images
in column. In order to calculate horizontal parallax, we
consider the upmost viewpoint as reference point for each
column. And we select the images captured by camera1,
camera2, camera3, camera4 as reference images for each
column, respectively. Figure 23 shows horizontal parallax
comparison between original and rectified images for each
column. The horizontal parallax comparison for each col-
umn images is listed in Table 7. Figure 24 gives vertical
parallax comparison between original and rectified images
for each column. In Figure 24, the blue line indicates verti-
cal parallaxes between each consecutive pair of original im-
ages, and the red line indicates vertical parallaxes between
each consecutive pair of rectified images for each column.
The otherness comparison of non-uniform vertical parallax
between original and rectified images for each column is
listed in Table 8.
Table 7: Horizontal parallax comparison for each column
images.

 

 

 
First  
column 

Second 
column 

Third  
column 

Forth  
column 

Average 

Original(pixels) 10.93 8.41 3.23 21.32 10.97 

Rectified(pixels) 1.37 0.90 0.72 1.61 1.15 

 
The experimental results illustrate that our method ef-
fectively reduces vertical parallax and otherness of non-
uniform horizontal parallax for row images, and markedly
reduces horizontal parallax and otherness of non-uniform
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vertical parallax for column images.

Figure 23: Horizontal parallax comparison between
original and rectified images for each column.

Figure 24: Vertical parallax comparison between original
and rectified images for each column.

In order to test our algorithm sufficiently, we took multiple
groups of images and obtain statistical result. Vertical paral-
lax maintains within 1.5 pixels and otherness of horizontal
parallax keeps within 2.0 pixels for row images rectified by
our algorithm. And horizontal parallax maintains within 1.8
pixels and otherness of vertical parallax keeps within 2.0
pixels for column images. The statistical result shows that
the proposed algorithm has strong robustness. Even if the

matrix camera arrangement is in relatively large error posi-
tion compared to the ideal condition, the rectification effect
is still favorable. The quality of rectified images achieves
the characteristics of the images captured by ideal matrix
multi-camera arrangement.

Table 8: Otherness comparison of non-uniform vertical
parallax between original and rectified images for each
column.

 

 

 
First  
column 

Second 
column 

Third  
column 

Forth  
column 

Average 

Original(pixels) 4.90 5.98 8.60 10.62 7.53 

Rectified(pixels) 1.18 1.03 0.54 1.41 1.04 

 
In order to test the stability of numerical computation of our
algorithm, each group of images was experiment for five
times. The same corresponding points of each group of im-
ages were selected to experiment twice and the results in-
dicated that acquired data of rectified images are the same.
Moreover, we also selected other corresponding points for
three times and the data are approximately the same. Our
experiment results evidently illustrates that numerical com-
putation of the proposed algorithm is highly stable.
We implemented our method in PC with a 3GHZ Intel Dual
Core CPU and 3GB memory. After scene capturing and
multi-camera calibration, the processing time to calculate
the image rectifying transform matrix (IRTM) for views of
4 rows × 4 columns is 0.196 seconds. The required time
from applying the IRTM to the original image to obtaining
the rectified image for one view is 0.022 seconds. This re-
sult shows that our method provides more than 45frames per
second of rectified images for each view.

4 Conclusion
This paper proposed an efficient and accurate multi-view
image rectification algorithm for matrix multi-camera ar-
rangement. Firstly, we used the ergodic method to obtain
the ideal rotation matrix and the desired location of optical
centers where the rectified images undergoes little deforma-
tion and have high accuracy. Then, we calculate the ideal
projection matrix based on ideal rotation and ideal optical
centers’ location. Next, we calculate the rectifying trans-
form matrix. Finally, using the rectifying transform matrix,
we further rectify multi-view images. Moreover, there is an
opportunity to select unexpected baseline that either mini-
mizes the sum of absolute difference from each camera cen-
ters or is confirmed by a camera’s horizontal axis in previous
algorithm for parallel camera arrangement. Our algorithm
for matrix camera arrangement overcomes the shortcom-
ing of the previous algorithm for parallel camera arrange-
ment, which guarantees that our algorithm has stronger ro-
bustness. By applying our algorithm to rectify original im-
ages, we efficiently reduced geometric errors and obtained
rectified multi-view images without visual distortion, which
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achieve the characteristics of the images captured by the
ideal matrix multi-camera arrangement.
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